UniTrento Short-term Programmes 2020

Winter Schools 2020

Interdisciplinary:

**Winter School on Physics of the Cell**
from 19 January to 1 February 2020

**Winter School on Innovation in Autonomous Systems - Next Industry Generation (S2IAS)**
from 27 to 31 January 2020

**Winter School on Data Science**
from 12 to 14 February 2020

Summer Schools 2020

Due to the COVID-19 outbreak, most Short Term Programs for 2020 have been cancelled, postponed or transferred online.

Interdisciplinary:

CANCELLED - NAMEPES (North Africa-Middle East Politics & EU Security) Summer School
initially planned from 16 to 19 June 2020

CANCELLED - Summer School on Psychological Humanities and Cognitive Science (PsyHuman)
initially planned from 6 to 17 July 2020

ICT:

ONLINE EDITION - EIT Digital Summer School on Digital Cities as Infrastructures for Smart Mobility
From 11 to 25 July 2020

Industrial Engineering:

CANCELLED - NDRA2020 4th Summer School on Neutron Detectors and Related Applications
initially planned from 22 to 25 June 2020
Legal Studies

ONLINE EDITION - Summer School on Advanced EU Competition Law & Economics (6th ed.)
from 14 to 20 June 2020

POSTPONED - Summer School "Citizenship and language"
initially planned for August, in collaboration with TSM, Fondazione CARITRO, Utrecht University and European Commission

Mathematics/Data Science

POSTPONED - Summer school on Machine Learning: From Data to Mathematical Understanding
initially planned from 4 to 8 July 2020

ONLINE EDITION - Data Science Summer School
From 20 July to 1 August

POSTPONED - 2nd Euregio Data Science Winter School
initially planned from 15 to 19 February 2020, University of Innsbruck, Austria

Past editions are available in the Download Box.